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2.
I N T R O D U C T IO N
Folded plate structures have gained popularity and are
used very extensively in Europe and America. The economy in
materials, especially where relatively large spans are needed,
and the aesthetic advantages are all in favor of such structures.
Other advantages are the ability of hipped plate structures
to handle large concentrated loads, or to accommodate openings of
appreciable size, and others.
Methods for analyzing folded plate structures were first
developed in Germany in 1930 by Craemer and Ehlers. Several papers
have been published since then, mainly in the United States and
Germany on the subject, some of which are listed in the reference
appendix.
In general, all the proposed theories presented have a
common basis: the behavior of prismatic structures is divided into
a transverse slab action and a longitudinal plate action, the two
actions being interdependent. The equilibrium of forces is
established for the structure when considered in the transverse
direction as supported on flexible supports at the junction of plates
thus producing reactions which are in turn resolved parallel to the
plates which act as longitudinal beams.
The author proposes to obtain a general solution to the
problem which can give directly and systematically results for
longitudinal stresses and transverse moments, the sequence being
3.
programmed for a digital computer, thus saving time and
simplifying-through usage of such a program - the solution of
any folded plate structure.
4.
THE AVAILABLE M E T H O D S O F A N A L Y S I S
The 1930's
The first folded plate structures were constructed in
Germany in the 1920's, especially for use as coal bunkers, where
the span to width ratio is small. Very little information is
available about the methods of analysis that were used until
Craemer (ref. 18,19) and Ehlers published in Germany the first
theory in 1930.
Many other German structural engineers developed in the
1930's and 1940's methods of approach to the solution of folded plates
problems. The most exact and probably the best well known is Gruber's
(ref. 21,22) theory (1932). The major assumptions considered by
Gruber are: that the torsional resistance of similar plates shall
be neglected; that the plates displace themselves parallel to the
original position thus bringing to a close agreement the membrane and
bending theories; and that no real flexural rigidity of the plate is
appreciable in the spanwise direction thus necessitating a re-arrange-
ment of the plate loads Pn depending upon the distortion of the
folded plates.
A set of differential equations of the fourth order were
derived by Gruber by considering every ridge of the folded plate
structure in turn. In addition, equations of compatibility are
defined at the common edges. The solution to the problem can then
be obtained by an iterative procedure using the following set of
5.
simultaneous equations: (see Fig. 6, 7, 8)
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Flugge gave little contribution to the folded plate theory
but his book on "Statics and Dynamics in Shells" (ref. 17-1934) was
of some help indirectly, through his treatment of structures having
a high span to width ratio.
Vlassow's (ref. 23) bending solution was probably the best
development contributed by a Russian. This solution to the problem
aimed at determining the ridge moments and spanwise stresses by one
set of linear simultaneous equations. The conditions of compatibility
which he considered are equal rotation of adjacent plates at common
ridge and equilibrium. Navier's assumption of linear stress
distribution from ridge to ridge was taken to advantage in the
equilibrium condition, and the external load was resolved into
concentrated loads at the folds. The longitudinal stresses are then
obtained assuming no transverse moments occur. A correction is then
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affected by applying unknown moments at the ridges, thence
producing new reactions which in turn affect the longitudinal
stresses.
The 1940's
The next well known published paper came in 1946 when
Winter and Pei (ref. 20) made a successful attempt to present
a simplified resume of the earlier European publications. A
simplified distribution method was developed using the Hardy Cross'
Distribution Method and numerous substantial and practical remarks -
especially for designers - were indicated in a design example.
Girkmann (1948) in Austria and Ashdown (ref. 11 - 1951) in
England based their theory on Vlassow's method, providing however
numerous valuable simplifications.
The 1950's and Early 1960's
The publication of Gaafer's (ref. 10 - 1954) paper, entitled
"Hipped Plate Analysis, Considering Joint Displacements" is probably
the most significant one since the early theories of the 1930's.
With the exception of Gruber, he was first not to neglect the effect
of the relative deflections of the joints; he was also first to carry
tests on a-- - scale aluminum model, thus justifying his assumptions40
and verifying the analytical results obtained by his method. Table
6 of Gaafar's paper is reproduced in part here to illustrate the
relative values of the "Approximate" theory and Gaafer's proposed
theory as compared to the experimental values.
7.
(Longitudinal stresses in pounds
per square inch)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Edge ''Approximate" Joint Proposed Experimental
Theory Displacements Theory values
(2)+(3)
1 -1360 +435 -925 -820
2 +2000 -980 +1020 +740
3 -1000 +1122 +122 +378
N.B. Values in column (4) are found by adding the values of
column (2) to those of column (3).
Craemer in a discussion of Gaafar's paper concerning the
comparison of the "approximate theory" with Gaafar's approach, stated
that the oversimplification he and Ehler considered did not consist
in neglecting continuity, but only in neglecting the translation of
the edges. In addition, he debated the author's (i.e. Gaafar's)
principal simplifying statements in that the edge translations are
sinusoidal, which would imply that the transverse moments should also
be sine waves. Gaafar's reply stated that: "the relation between
transverse moments and edge displacements is not entirely linear.
Transverse moments depend in part on the distribution of the
external loads on the roof, and partly on the relative edge displace-
ments", thus justifying his assumption.
The first stage of Gaafar's proposed method is similar to
Winter and Pei's since it consists in applying Hardy Cross' Moment
7 -
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Distribution for the roof in the transverse direction assuming it
to be a continuous one-way slab supported on rigid supports at the
joints. It if then necessary to provide for the effects which the
transverse displacements will have on the longitudinal and transverse
stresses. The corresponding edge stresses (longitudinally) are then
computed and thus the plate deflections can be obtained. An
algebraic sum of the displacements computed in the first stage and
the plate deflections coupled with the geometrical requirements
form the compatibility condition. After the A -values have been
computed, the slab moments and shears as well as the plate stresses
can be obtained.
Born (ref. 16-1954) treated the subject of folded plates
very extensively. Very little was contributed by him but his book
"Faltwerke, Ihre Theorie der Scholen" represents the best summary of
the different theories develpped by German scholars in the 1930's and
1940's.
However, it was only in the latter part of the last decade
that folded plate structures gained increasing use and popularity
in the U.S.A. Numerical papers were published in the late 1950's
by Simpson (ref. 5), Trcum (ref.8), Whitney (ref. 6) and Scordelis
(ref. 7), all making essentially the same assumptions, and
considering the settlement of the ridges and the consequent rotation
of the plates, thus causing a radical change in all stresses
computed by the membrane theory.
Simpson (1958) and Troum (1959) both start their analysis by
applying moment distribution and stress distribution to the plates in
the transverse direction and at the ridges for the longitudinal
direction respectively. The former affects corrections - after
the stress relaxation procedure is applied - to the stresses with
reference to the compatibility of displacements at the ridges
(Fig. 3), whilst the latter applies the Method of Particular
Loadings as developed by Yitzhaki (ref. 9-1958) from similar
considerations by Vlassow. Traum's approach consists in
considering the basic loads first then particular loads at every
internal fold (in turn) thus leading to a set of compatibility
equations where the sum of individual arbitrary plate loads times
unknown proportionality factors 'a','..., respectively must
be equal and opposite to the corresponding slab reactions. As
many equations as unknown slab moments are obtained thuswise and
thence solved simultaneously for 'a', 'b',..... The final slab
moments and plate stresses are then easily computed in terms of
the proportionality factors. Both Simpson and Troum assume that the
stresses vary sinusoidally in the longitudinal direction. Simpson's
approach is known as the simplified Bending Theory, and Troum's the
Method of Particular Loadings.
Whitney, Anderson and Birnhaum's contribution (1958-59) was
a modification of the Winter-Pei solution, or an equivalent method
similar to Craemer's extended to include joint displacement, which
involves a series of simultaneous algebraic or differential
equations including all effects. In addition, they made invaluable
comments regarding the Standards and Practice, Construction Procedures,
10.
Scordelis (1960) devised a new approach using matrices.
He expressed the longitudinal stresses at the plate edges as well as
the transverse moments - independently - in terms of the vertical
joint deflections, and then combined the plate and slab systems.
He derived a matrix formulation of the folded plate equations for
two distinct types of loadings, namely harmonic and non-harmonic
loading. This method is certainly not meant for hand computation,
however, the sequence of matrix operations is such that it can be
easily programmed for a digital computer, provided matrix subroutines
are available.
11.
A P R O P O S E D S O L U T IO N T O T H E P R O B L E M:
LINEAR THEORY OF FOLDED P L A T E S
The author first approached the problem through the
Theory of Elasticity attempting to derive differential equations in
a simplified form (or by the use of transformation matrices) which
could be solved by means of a digital computer using the method of
finite differences, or some other iterative procedure.
Considerable difficulties were encountered in the
derivation of the differential equations, especially at the
boundaries, and after plate structure by means of the conventional
Bending Theory, with some modifications.
An outline of the original method is however mentioned
hereafter:
Taking Z toy
The differential equations D V 4W = K(ZF) + PZ (1)
AV4 F = -K(Z,W) (2)
obtained from the linear shell theory (1) being the load compatibility
where P are the vertical loads, whilst (2) is a stress function
differential equation;
are reduced to:
D7 4W = PZ (1)
AV4F = 0 (21)
The differential equations are then coupled by the way of the
expression for V
y
V u Q - 0N
y y y
Noting that V4 is the biharmonic operator of the form
)4 34
+ 2 o z2
3
D = EtD 21 =2
12(1--'9 )
S4
+ -z
A =
(3)
13
T H E 0 R Y
This theory is based on that of reference 12.
The following assumptions were made in analyzing the
folded plate structure:
1. The material is homogeneous and linearly elastic.
2. The principles of superposition are permissible i.e. small
deflections theory.
3. Torsional stresses in the individual plates are negligible
and thus ignored.
4. Longitudinal edges are fully monolithic. There are no relative
rotation or translation of two adjoining plates at
their common edge.
5. There is a one way slab action in the transverse direction, and
no bending rigidity in the longitudinal direction.
6. The length to width ratio of each individual plate is four
or more.
7. Plane sections remain plane, and therefore the Bernouli-Navier
hypothesis holds. Kirchhoff's assumptions about deformations
including that which considers that the thickness of the
plates do not vary with the loading hold.
8. The width and thickness of the plates being assumed constant, and
assuming in addition that the intensity of loading does not
vary with x, the uniform plate load can be approximated
by the first term of the Fourier series, thus:
14.
4 Ax
p - q sin
9. Supporting diaphragms are infinitely stiff parallel to their
own plane, but perfectly flexible normal to their own plane.
The study of folded plates will be made by first considering
separately the slab action and the plate action. The former deals
with the transverse bending of the plates whilst the latter consists
mainly in the consideration of the deflections of the plates in a
direction parallel to the longitudinal plate action.
The slab is assumed to be a one way slab by virtue of its
high span to width ratio. Considering a unit strip extending from
one fold to the next, we can write the slope-deflection equations:
(see Fig. 1)
M = 2EK (2BA +G B - 3R) + MF AB
MBA = 2EK (29 B A + 3R) + MF()
where R 
- h
3
I l.t
h 12h
Eliminating 9B from (I) ; (II) and solving for A, thus:
2 h F F
0 = h --3( 2 M + M - 2M - M ) + - (III)A Et AB BA AB BA h
Similarly
2 h F F AG = 2 (2MB + M - 2M BA - M A + (IV)
B Et-3 A A AB h
The longitudinal action of the plates can be comparable to
that of a beam. In contrast to the usual assessment of deflections
1.
of prismatic members as a function of P/EI, it is found more
suitable to express the deflection as a function of the extreme
fiber stresses. The load and the stresses will be assumed to
vary sinusoidally in the longitudinal direction, thus avoiding any
difficulties in adjusting the longitudinal strains at the common
boundary of two plates. Then on the basis of linear stress-strain
relationship (Fig. 2), the rotation of an element dx long will be:
d 4 = - EhB sin A dx (V)Eh L
Integrating equation (V) twice to obtain the deflection, and
making' rotation equal zero at x = L/2, and deflection equal zero
at x = 0, and x = L
A - fB (L)2 (VI)
Eh 31
Fig. 3 shows a means of obtaining the rotation of plate BC in
terms of the plate deflections, and equation (VII) lists the result
A = SA - 6 (cotc< + cot oe ) + C (VII)
BC sin c< B B B C sin o C
The chord rotation R - h can now be readily obtained and
inserting equations (VI) & (VII) in equations (III) & (IV) we
obtain a compatibility equation in terms of the transverse moments,
the longitudinal stresses and the fixed end moments.
However, the fixed end moment in any span, considering a
uniformly distributed load is equal to
W cos /3 h (VIII)
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Substituting this value in the above mentioned compatibility equation
we obtain the general form, where n is any interior fold;
thus satisfying continuity:
h n1 t n 3 1+h t- n 3]2 - M 1 + 4 [1 + n- ) M +2M
n (n-1 n (n-l
(L5(tn\)3 n-2 f n-l fn ~ cn+1L Cn n-2 -n n-l + Cnn n C n A
n+2
n+1 n n+2
-n (hn-1 tn ) n-1 cos n-1  Wncos () 7 (IX)
=-n [(h n t 2 + 2
n-2 h 2
where C = n
n hn-2 hn- sin of n-1
n-l =0n-2 + n + + n
Cnn Cn n- (cot On-1 + cot en )+ h sin on
nh / n hn2
C n hn (cot ox n-l + cot oC n) + cot oC n + cot o n+1(h 2
2h
n
h n-sinc n
h h
C n+1 n . + cot Cx + cot oc + n
n hn-sin, n n n+1 hn+s ino~n+n-l n n+ls n+l
h
n+2 n
n h n+1sinoc n+1
Since there are two unknowns at every fold, namely a
transverse moment and a longitudinal stress, we require another
equation at every interior fold. From considerations of statics
and the conventional bending theory, it is possible to derive a second
L7.
equation.
Isolating a single plate from the folded plate
structure, and considering only the forces which produce bending in
the longitudinal direction, we can take moments at mid span and
assuming that the stresses at the folds vary sinusoidally whilst
the shearing forces vary as the cosine, (Fig. 4), the stress at
3 in plate 3 is:
Z h h
f3 h ( (6P3 -4g 3 
- 
2-j S 4) M
The stress at 4 in plate 4 is:
h 3h3
f4 t (hL -6P3 + 2% S3 + 4 3 S )3 341( (L4~'X
Eliminating S from (X) & (XI), we obtain:
2 h
2f + f =3 - s (XII)
Similarly for plate 2,3
2f3 + f (-6P + 61C h2 (h;T 6 2  2 S ) (XIII)
Eliminating S3 from (XII) & (XIII) yields
3 2
Expressing P2 and P3 in terms of the load and transverse moments by
considering the equilibrium of forces, with each slab considered as
a free body as shown in Fig. 5, we can write:
M -M3 M3 - M
3 h s (cot3 + cot )2 3 3c4
continued.....
is.
M . M5 2 + W cos3 2
+ h sin 2 sinof3
W 3_+ W 4) cosf34  (XV)
2 sin oe4
Similarly for P2 , and thus substituting P3 and P2 by their
respective equivalents in (XIII) and generalizing the formula
for application at any interior fold n, we obtain:
h t h t
n-l n-l + 2(1 + n-l n-1) f + f
h t n-l h t n n+l
n n n n
16 _( 2  C n-2 M -C n-l + C n M -C n+l
t h hh n n-2  n n-l n n n A
n n -n
M +C n+2 ]
n+1 n n+
3 L 2 Whn sn- 2  W +W
( h n-2 +Wn- 1  h sin ( n-1 n).
cosfi + hn cos (3 / cos/ 3 1  (XVI)
n-_+ n_ + W ) . n1 XI
sin o h n-lsince n n n+1 ) sino n+1
Equations (IX) and (XVI) apply at any fold except folds (0)
and (1). The moment at fold (0) is known to be zero, and that at
fold (1) is the cantilever moment which can be evaluated from
elementary beam theory.
Considering the equilibrium of plate (0) as a free body, we
know that it has no shearing force on the edge (0), then by virtue of
equation (XII):
26 L2
2f + f = - L ) P (XVII)
o 1 t0 hug o
1s.
Now replacing P0 by its equivalent in terms of loads and
moments as in equation (XV) we obtain:
2 h
2f + f + hsin M2o 1 t h hhi I 2i o
3/L 2 h cos cos 1
~ t 0h 2W0 + W1 + Wo h cos sin C< (XVIII)
To obtain an equation for fold (1), we can restate equation
(XIV) with the appropriate subscripts, and substituting for P0 and P1
in terms of loads and moments, equation (XIV) reduces to:
h t h t ~2 23
00 f + 2(1 + h t 1 + f h 6 (C 2 M - C 3 Mh 1t o h 1t 1 1 2 h 1t 1(T 1 2 1 3
3 L2 2Cos c hCos cos 132
t ( 1 2W0 + W)(sin ot + h0sino( 1 2 sin ex 2
h
+ W -
in which
cos 0C 1J
)
(XIX)
h
C = (cot c< + cot eA2) +1 1 2 h sin a(
o 1
2 h 1 h 1
C1 cotx + coto2 +h 2sing + h sin
2 2 o 1
3 h
1 h2 sin o(2
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Direct Hand Solution of H. Simpson's Illustrative Example
The folded plate roof shown in Fig. (5) that was given
as an illustrative example in a paper by Simpson (ref. 5) will be
solved by the direct method outlined in the Theory.
The general
Point
on
Plate
-49.40
61.90
-61.90
61.90
-61.90
-18.45
30.95
-30.95
30.95
-30.95
18.45
geometric data are summarized
TABLE I
T(n) H(n) W(n) cos
ft. ft. lbs.
0.417
0.333
0.333
0.333
0.333
0.417
6.32
11.66
11.66
11.66
11.66
6.32
398
583
583
583
583
398
0.948
0.859
0.859
0.859
0.859
0.948
in Table I
sincx cot C<
-0.759
0.881
-0.881
0.881
-0.881
-0.856
0.534
-0.534
0.534
-0.534
The simultaneous equations for solution are six: One at each of
the two outer folds, and two at each of the interior folds. Originally,
the number of equations would have been ten, but it is reduced to six
by virtue of symmetry.
21.
TO DEFINE COEFFICIENTS IN TABLE II
h
n-i
h
h
n-1
h
n
h 2
= hn 1
h
= hn-1
t t n)3
in-l
ti)
cot c<n-1
sin n)
+ cot 0(n
= cot mn + cot cK n+1
= C n-2
n
=C n-1
n
= Cnn
C n
n
h2
hn-1 hn-1 sin on-1
= C(6) + C(3) + C(4)
= C(3) + 2.C(4) + C(5)
= C(4) + C(5) + C(10)
h
hn+1 si ogn+1
C(4)
C(5)
C(6)
C(7)
C(8)
C(9)
C(10)
C(11)
C'(11)
C(12)
= 0.971 C (11)
6h L 2
C(M)
C(2)
C(3)
L
hn
3
t
n
= 0.971. C(12)
S(2 t )3
= 0.971. C(13)
=n-1 n
W cos(
n-1 s n-1
2
W Cos On
2
C' (12)
C(13)
C'(13)
C(14)
C(15)
C(16)
C(17)
C(18)
C(19)
C(20)
C(21)
C(22)
hn cos (3 n-2
h 1sin x
n-1 n-1
(cos()n-1
Cos 0 n+1
sin c n+1
(cos PO +
h
n
+ h-1
n-1
h
0
h
= W Cos
= (2w + W + W h C c
S 1 o h 1 cos
cospl
cos (
1
sin o 1
22.
(Wn-2 + Wn-1
n-i n
sin
n
=w ( + wn+1
2W + W
=sin o( 1
Cos (n )
T A B L E I I
COMPUTED COEFFICIENTS
Point
or C(1) C(2)
Plate
C(3) C(4) C(5) C(6) C(7) C(8) C(9) C(10) C(11) C'(w1)
-0.715 65.8
-2.43 -0.322
2 1.0 1.0 -0.322 1.136
3 1.0 1.0 0 -1.136
0 -2.43 -1.616 1.950
0 1.136 0 -2.272
-1.616 1.136 24.2
0 -1.136 24.2
0 1.136 24.2
63.9 20.85
23.5 4.15
23.5 4.15
23.5 4.15
C'(12) C(13) C'(13) C(14) C(15) C(16) C(17) C(18) C(19) C(20) C(21) C(22)
0 20.25
1 4.03 1134 -4590 205 -1829
0.00855 0.0083
0.00855 0.0083
1.0 250.5 250.5 -1226 2270
1.0 250.5 250.5
0.679
C(12)
-1134
11341134 -2270
24.
Equations (XVIII, XIX) are applied at folds 0 and 1
respectively, whilst equations (IX, XVI) are each applied at folds
2, and 3.
At fold (0)
6
2f0 + fI + t h
0 0
3 L
0 \h0n I
cos 9
sin 0(
or 2f0 + f1
2h #)
I 2W 0
h
0
h sinc(
+ W1 + W0
hcosA
h1 Cosl
(XVIII)
+ C(12) x C(10) 2 = - C(11) x C(22)]
which becomes
2f0 + f1 + (20.85)(-0.715) M2 = - (65.8)(-1829)
or 2f0 + f - 14.905 M3 = 120300
At fold (1)
S0 f + 2(1 + -) f + f -- 6
h1t1 ht1 1 2
3 L 23
t h 1 (2W
Cos ( 0 0
sin <xA 1
( ) (C M2 -c13
1
h1cos31
h 0sin t1
cos 3 2 h
1 2 sinQ( h02 1
cos O3 Cl1i ,1 (XIX)
or C(2) f0 + 2 1 + C(2) f1 + f2 - C(12) [C(9)M 2 - C(10)M3
- C(11) I C(20) - C(19) + C(21) C(4) + C(5)
(1)
M3)
26.
which becomes
0.679f + 2(1 + 0.679)f1 + f2 - 4.15 (-1.616 M2 - 1.136 M 3
24.20 -4590 - 1134 + 205 (-2.45 - 0.322)
or 0.679f + 3.358f1 + f2 + 6.7M 2 + 4.109M 3 = -152200 (2)
At fold (2)
(a) 2 h
hn
tn 3
t n )
n-1j
+ 4 L (h 1 \tn+h t 3n- n-ln nL. + 2M 1n+
2 3 -
n C n-2
hn n fn-2
SC n-1 f n- C n f C n+1n n n
a f n+1 + Cn n+2
-
n-1)
hn h
n
or 2 x C(1) Mn- + 4
tn '3
St
n-1 I
[1+C(I)l
- C(13) C(6)fn-2
Wn-1 cos
2
W Cos .
Wn 2
+2 ( IX)
Mn + 2Mn+1
- C(7)f n- + C(8)f 
- C(9)f n+ + C(10)fn+2
= -hn IC(i4) x C(15) + C(16)
which becomes
2(1)M1 + 4(1+1)M2 + 2M3 - 0.00855 l-2.43f + 1.616f1 + 1.950f2
- Of3 - 1.136f 1 = -11.66 (1 x 250.5 + 250.5)
or 200M1 + 800M2 + 200M3 + 2.08f0 
- 1.382f1
= -584500
(b)
+ 2 1
6 ( 2+ 6 L h
tnhn (thn
C n-2
n
- 1.669f2 + 0.971f 4
(3)
h n-1 t-
+ n tn ,/n
+ fn+1
- C n-1 M + C n M - C n+1 M
n n-i n n n n+1
Mn
' hn-1 t n-1
hn tn f n-1
+ C n+2 M 3 L 2
n n+ 2 n =- hn I
(W + W) (s n-1 h' n
n-1 n sinx + ii
n n-
cos (n+1
+ (W +W ) n+
n n+1 sin 0(n+l
W + W hn Cos -2
n-2 + Wn-1 hn- sin7n-1
Cos $n
Lx sin ot
1l n
(XVI)
or C(2) fn-i + 2 1 + C(2) fn + fn+1
+ C(12) C(6) Mn-2 - C(7)Mn-1 + C(8)Mn - C(9)Mn+1 + C(1O)Mn+2 I
= - C(11) I C(17) - C(18) + C(19)
which becomes
(1) f + 2(1+1)f2 + f3 + 4.15 -2.43M0 + 1.616M1 + i.950M2 - OM3
- 1.136M4 = -24.20 (-1226 - 2270 - 1134)
or f + 4f2 + f3
= 112050
- 10.09M + 6.7M + 8.09M2 - 4.71M4
(4)
At fold (3)
Same as at fold (2)
(a) 2(1)M2 + 4(l+1)M3 + 2M4 - 0.00855(1.136f, - Of2 -24,272f3
- Of + 1.136f5 ) = -11.66(l250.5 + 250.5)
or 200M2 + 800M3 + 200M4 - 0.9705f + 1.941f3 - 0.9705f5 = -584000 (5)
(b) (1)f2 + 2(1+1)f3 + f4 + 4.71M - 9.42M3 + 4.71M5 = -109,600
26.
(6)
27.
The unknown stresses and moments in the six equations are initially:
fo0 l' 2' 3' 4f 5 mo, M, M2 M3, M , M 5
However, due to symmetry
M = M5 ; M 2 =hM 4 ; M = f5 ' 2  4
Also
M 0 0
M = M5 = cantilever moment = b(W)(length of
= -j x 398 x 6 = -1194 lb ft
The unknowns are therefore reduced to: fo0 f f2 f3, M2,
cantilever)(-l)
M3 i e.
Available equations = 6
2f0 + f
0.679f0 + 3.358f + f2
2.08f0 
- 1.382f1 
-0.698f2
f + 4f2 + f3
-1.941f 1  + 1.941f 3
2f2 + 4f3
Applying the Gauss-Jordan reduction to
following results are obtained:
M3 = -460
hi = -647
M2
f = -58170
f = 65000
f = -79540
f = 95100
- 14.905M3
+ 6.7M2 + 4.709M3
+ 800M2 + 200M3
+ 3.38M
2
+ 400M2 + 800M3
- 9.42M 
3
= 120300
= -152200
= -345700
- 120100
= -584500
= -98340
solve for the unknowns, the
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
28.
Correcting for the sine load and units:
4
M = -460 x - = -585 lb ft
3 3
4
M = -647 x - = -824 lb ft
2 A
f = -58170 x = -515 lb/in2
3 1441
4 2f 2 65000 x 141z 575 lbin2
f = -79540 x = -705 lb/in
1 l 44%
f = 95100 x = 841 lin0 144x
29.
THE PROGRAM
The program is set up in a general form so that any
type of fqlded plate roof be analysed. It essentially consists
of a main program and three separate subroutines each solving a
specific part of the problem.
There are two distinct types of folded plates structures
that are considered in the main program, namely structures with
two cantilevered ends and structures without end cantilevers.
The first subroutine to be called is ELMAT (which stands
for matrix elements). This subroutine evaluates the elements of
matrix A and the column vector D .
A matrix inverse subrouting (MATINV) actually produces the
unknown moments and stresses thus:
given A] X = D (see next page)
X = [A jDI
The third and last subroutine is the print subroutine (PRSM)
in which elements of X column vectors - after the inversion is
effected - are reduced to their actual values in the proper units by
means of multiplying factors and then printed.
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FLOW CHART
[RED ATAJ
CALCULATE AA = NJMdC-9 OF PICATIR
COMPUTE MI\4= )VJrvjt3CA, OF UIV (,VOW41S',
- ? A4 -j- a I
i7qA.-ISFORM AIVCtt:,5 F,<OM 0,C(,.CECS TO RAO
T
L
P~~rs~Crr cm?.c~wS ~
COMPOJTE &LEM&F'vTS OF MATPIX A , OL.UMAJ ECrhoe 0
Pglta &-L-EEIS?
PWT $TesSES MOMENITS
(16 ft) I
3'
FOLDED PLATE RUOF ANALYSIS, PkOLEM NUMBER m1530, CODER ELIE A. SEHNAOUI
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING ENGINEERIN6 AND CONSTRUCTION,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTL OF TECHNOLOGY.
LIST
C CANT=O IF NO CANTILEVER, OTHERWiSE ANYTHING
DIMENSION L(20),b(20),T(2U),H(2U),w(20),AL(1),A(20,20),D(2U),C(20,
120),COMl(20),COM2(20),COM3(20)
READ 5, XL, CANT
5 FORMAT (2F 10.4)
N=0
4 N=N+1
READ 29 E(N),B(N),T(N),H(N),W(N)
2 FORMAT (5F 10.4)
IF (T(N)) 3,3,4
3 M=N-1
MM=2*M+2
IF (CANT) 11,12,11
11 PRINT 13
13 FORMAT (33HI8OTH END PLATES ARE CANTILEVERED)
GO TO 15
12 PRINT 14
14 FORMAT (42HlTHIS STRUCTURE H.AS NO CANTILEVERED PLATES)
15 PRINT 16,XL
16 FORMAT (12HOTHE SPAN ISF8.2,5H FEET)
DO 17 I=lM
17 PRINT 18,IB(I),T(I),H(I),W(I)
18 FORMAT (6H PLATE13,16H ANGLL WITH HOR.F.2,20H DEGREES, THICKNE6S=
1F8.4,13H FEET, WIDTH=F8.3,2IH FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER FOOT=F7.2,4H Lb
25)
DO 10 N=leM
E(N)=E(N)*3.14159/180.
10 B(N)=B(N)*3.14159/180.
IF (CANT) 6,7,6
6 CMl=-W(1)*H(1)*COSF(B(1))/2.
CM2=-W(M)*H(M)*COSF(B(M))/2.
GO TO 9
7 CM1=08
CM2=0.
M=M+2
MA=MM+4
9 CALL ELMAT(E,B,T,H,W,XLADMCCOM1,COM2COM3,CM1,CM2,CANT)
CALL MATINV(AMM,D,1,XL)
CALL PRSM(DMMMCM1,CM2,CANT)
CALL EXIT
END
LIST
SUBROUTINE ELMAT(EBTHWXLADMCCOM1,COM2,COM3,CM1,CM2,CANT)
DIMENSION E(20),B(20),T(20),H(2U),W(20) ,XL(1),A(20,20),D(20),C(20,
120),COM1(20),COM2(2.0),COM3(20)
KI=M-1
K2=M+1
K3=M+2
K4=2*M-2
DO 1 N=3,Kl
C(NN-2)=(H(N)**2)/(H(N-2)*H(N-1)*SINF(E(N-1)))
G=((H(N)/H(N-1))**2)*(1./TANF( E(N-1))+1./TANF(E(N)))
Gl=H(N)/(H(N-1)*SINF(E(N))) 33
G2=1*/TANF(E(N))+l*/TANF(E(N+I))
C(N*N-1.)=C(N#N-2)+G+Gl
C(NtN)=G+G2+2**Gl
C(N#N+2)=H(N),/(H(N+I)*SINF(E(N+I)))
C( 9 +1 + 2+C(NtN+2)
COM1(N)=-((XL/3@14159)"*2)*((T(N)/H(N))**3)
COM2(N)= 6* T(N)*H(N)))*((XL/(3*14159*H(N)))**2)
COM3(l )=-CUM2(N)*H(N)/2*
DO 2 I=59K2
N=I-2
A(I#l-4)=C(N#N-2)*COMI(N)
A(I9l-3)=-C(N#N-I)*COM1(N)
A(Iol-2)=C(NtN)*COM1(N)
A(Itl-l)=-C(N#N+1)*CQMI(N)
A(Itl)=C(NoN+2)*COMI(N)
JI=M+I
A(ItJl-2)=(2**H(N-1)/H(N))*((T(l )/T(t -1))**3)
A(ItJl-l)=4**(lo+(A(I*Jl-2)/2*))
A(I*Jl)=2*
2 D(I)=-H(N)*((A(IgJl-2)/2*)*(W(N-1) CUSF(B(N-1))/2*)+W(N)*COSF(E3(N)
1)/2#)
DO 3 I=K3tK4
N=I-M+J.
J2=I-M
A(I9J2)=H(N-1)*T(N-1)/(H(N)*T(N))
A(I9J2+1)=2o*(lo+A(l9J2))
A(I9j2+2)=Io
A(Itl)=COM2(N)*C(NgN-2)
A(191+1)=-COM2(N)*C(NgN-1)
A(1#1+2)=COM2(N)*C(NoN)
A(Itl+3)=-COM2(N)*C(N#N+l)
A(1*1+4)=COM2(N)*C(N#N+2)
3 D(I)=COM3(N)*((W(N-2)+W(N-1))"H(N)*CUSF(i3(N-2))/(H(N-1)*.SINF(E(N-1
1)))-(W(N-1)+W(N))*(COSF(B(N-1))ISINF(E(N))+H(N)*CUSF(B(N))I(H(N-1)
2*SINF(E(N))))+(W(N)+W(N+1))*CQSF(B(N+I))/SINF(E(N+1)))
A(19M+2)=lo
D(I)=Oo
A(29M+3)=Io
D(2)=CM1
A(2*M+192*M+1)=Ie
D(2*M+1)=CM2
A(2*M+2#2*M+2)=lo
D(2*M+2)=Oo
A(491)=H(1)*T(1)/(H(2)*T(2))
A(492)=2**(I*+A(4*1))
A(4#3)=Io
G3=-(6*/(H(2)*T(2)))*((XL/(H(2)i 3914159))**2)
G4=19/TANF(E(2))+l*/TANF(E(3))+H(2)/(H(1)*SINF(E(2)))
G5=H(2)/(H(3)*SINF(E(3)))
A(4#M+4)=G3*(G4+G5)
A(4#M+5)=-G3*G5
D(4)=(3*/T(2))*((XL/(3*141594 H(2)))**2)*((2#*W(1)+' (2))*(C(DSF(B(l)
1)/SINF(E(2))+H(2)*CQSF(6(2))/(H(J)*SINF(E(2))))-(W(2)+W(3))*COSF(B
2(3))/SINF(E(3))+W(1)*H(1)*CQSF(B(l))*G4/H(2))
A(2*M#M+1)=H(M)*T(M)/(H(i',.i-l)*T(iA-1))
A(2*MoM)=2**(l*+A(2*M#M+1))
A(2*M#M-1)=Io
G6=(6*/(H(M-1)*T(M-1)))*((XL/(H(M-I)*3*14159))**2)
G7=H(M-1)/(H(M-2)*5INF(E(M-1)))
G8=1*/TANF(E(M))+J*/TANF(E( i-1))+H(M-I)/(H(M)*SINF(E(M)))
A(2*iA#2*M)=-G6*(G8+G7)
31
3
A(2*M#2*M-1)=G6*G7
D(2*M)=(3*/T(iA-1))*((XL/(3*14159*H(M-1)))z*2)*((2**W(M)+W(i-1))*(c
105F(B(M))/ )INF(E(fA))+H(M-I)*COSi- (8(M-1))/(H( -li)*SINF(=(M))))
2)+W(M-2))*CUSF(B(M-2))/bINF(E(M-1))+W(i ,I)i'cH(M)*COSF(B(,Vi))*G8/H(M-1)
3)
I;-- (CANT) 49594
5 A(3#1)=I*
D(3)=Oo
A(2*M-19M+I)=lo
D(2*M-1)=Oo
GO TO 6
4 A(3#1)=2*
A(392)=lo
A(39M+4)=(6*/(T(I)*H(l)))*((XL/(H(1)*3*14159))**2)*H(1)/(H(2)*SINF
l(E(2)))
D(3)=-(3*/T(l))*((XL/(H(1)*3ol4l59))**2)*(CUSF(B(2))/SINF(E(2)))*(
12**W(1)+W(2)+W(1)*H(1)*COSF(B(l))/(H(2)*CQ,: F(B(2))))
A(2*M-1#M+I)=2*
A(2*M-19M)=lo
A(2*M-192*M)=(6*/(T(M)*H(M)))*((XL/(3ol4i59*H(M)))**2)*H(M)/(H(M-1
1)*SlNF(E(M)))
D(2*M-1)=-(3*/T(M))*((XL/(H(M)*3ol4i ')9))**2)*(CUSF(6(M-1))/SINF(E(
1M)))*(2o*W(M)+W(M-1)+W(M)*H(l )*CQSF(b(M))/(H(r -1)*CQSF(B(M-1))))
6 RETURN
END
LIST
SJBROUTINE PRSM(D9MtMMtCMl9CM29CANT)
4DIMENSiON D(20)
Jl=M+1
J2=M+2
DO 7 N=1#Jl
7 D(N).=D(N)/(36.*3.14159)
DO 8 N=J2,MM
8 D(N)=D(N)*4./3.14159
IF (CANT) 1,2,1
1 D(M+3)=CM1
D(2*M+1)=CM2
Ml =M+1
DG 3 I=1,M1
II= I+M+1
3 PRINT 4, ID(I),D(II)
4 FORMAT (8HOAT FOLDI3,8H STRSS=9.2,20H L6S//SQ.IN., MOMENT=F9.2,13
1H FOOT-LBS/FT.)
GO TO 6
2 M=M-2
MI=M+1
DO 5 I=1,M1
IM =I+1
II=I+M+2
5 PRINT 4,ID(IM),D(II)
6 RETURN
END
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H O W T O M A K E U S E O F T H E P R O G R A M
Using the program to solve any folded plate problem is
simplified to the extreme. Only the data need be given by
punching the information on cards. The data consists in (M+2)
cards where M is the number of plates.
Description of Card 1
This card will give two types of information. The first
one is the span of the structure longitudinally, denoted by XL, the
second one being whether the structure has (or has no) cantilevered ends,
in the order shown.
XL CANT
The information should be given using the format that
follows:
FORMAT (2F 10.4). Thus XL is the span in feet-units, and
CANT is zero (0.00) if there are no cantilevers, and any number
(preferably 2.00) if there are two end cantilevers.
Description of Cards (2) to (M+l)
E(N), B(N), T(N), H(N), W(N) are to be entered in the stated
order on M cards (where E, B, T, H and W are as defined in Appendix I,b)
in accordance with the format statement: FORMAT (5F 10.4). A decimal
point should be included for each of the values to enter them as floating
points. E and B should be in degrees, and given the appropriate sign,
T and H are in feet-units and W in potnds-units.
Description of Card (M+2)
This card should not be punched but merely included at the
end of the Data deck.
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L I M I T A T IO N S A N D A M P L I F I C A T IO N S
The only limitation that one encounters in the program is
the number of plates that can be considered at once in one structure.
This number is limited to M = 7 in the case of no cantilevered ends
and to M = 9 where the structure has two cantilevers. In both cases,
the number of unknowns and thus of equations is the same i.e. MM =
2M + 2 where as the case with no cantilevers is assumed to have
2 imaginary ones.
This limitation is extended by the limitation set up in the
MATINV subroutine to a matrix A of order 20, and thus all dimension
statements limit the unknowns to 20.
However should the user of this program require to
analyse a structure with more than 20 unknowns, then both MATINV
subroutine and all dimension statements should he altered accordingly.
Symmetry in a structure can be taken to advantage usually,
and this was done in the hand computations. The program does not
however consider the symmetric aase as a particular case as a
general expression for the elements of matrix A would be very
complicated to obtain. The computer solution being speedy, it was
not found worth the effort to complicate the problem by shortening
it.
Ahh
6 L
FDa
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A P P E N D I X - I
N O T A T IO N
(a) NOTATION FOR THEORY
Symbol Definition
M Bending moment (+ve when it creates tension on the
underside of the beam)
f Longitudinal stress (+ve when compressive)
9 Angle change w.r.t. the chord (+ve when angle rotated
clockwise)
h Length of slab between A and B
Displacement of end B w.r.t. A (+ve when downward)
K Stiffness factor = I
E Modulus of Elasticity
t Thickness of slab
0 Angle change at any point
:A Deflection of plate AB (+ve when A moves toward B)
(; B Angle formed by the projection (+ve when the angle is
of the slope of plate AB with the clockwise)
slope of plate BC
The angle formed by the plate (+ve in the clockwise
and a horizontal line direction)
W Total load on the plate (per foot strip)
S Longitudinal Shear acting at any section of the
individual plate
L Length of plate between transverse supports
p Approximation of load intensity (first term of Fourier sine
series)
48.
Symbol Definition
q Load intensity per unit area of horizontal projection
H Height of a folded plate unit
(b) COMPUTER PROGRAM NOTATION
E(N) of as defined in (a)
n
B(N). = as defined in (a)
n
T(N) = t as defined in (a)
n
H(N) = h as defined in (a)
n
W(N) = W as defined in (a)
n
XL = L as defined in (a)
M = Number of plates
49.
A P P E N D I X I I
R E C T A N G U L A R L O A D
Another solution to the same problem shall be carried out,
assuming rectangular distribution of the load in the transverse
direction, and sinusoidal load and stress variation in the
longitudinal direction. Such were the assumptions that were
considered by Simpson.
The following solution will be similar in method to the
Direct Solution involving a set of linear simultaneous equations.
The first three terms of the Fourier series shall be taken, thus reducing
some of the coefficients of the unknown stresses and moments, and
affecting especially the right hand side of equations (3) and (4) due
to the rectangular load distribution.
The variation in the values of the coefficients can be
clearly seen in the tabulated results for the, coefficients. The
R.H.S. of equations (3) and (4) shall be corrected by the factor n/4.
The equations that follow are those equivalent to Simpson's
solution in as much as the assumptions are the same.
2f + f - 14.48M = 116900 (1)
0.679f + 3.358f + f + 6.51M + 4.58M = -147800 (2)
o 1 2 2 3
2.02f - 1.34f - 0.676f + 800M + 200V1 = -! (345500)
o 1 2 2 3 44
- -271,000 (3)
- 1.888f + 1.888f + 400M + 800M = --(584500)
1 3 2 3 4
= -459000 (4)
f + 4f2 + f3 + 3.275M 2 = 116750 (5)
= -96050 (6)2f2 + 4f3 - 9.16M 3
Applying the Gauss-Jordan reduction to solve for the
the following results are obtained:
M3 = -344
M = -5672
3 = -56650
f 2 = 63895
f I = -79520
f0 = 94100
Correcting for the sine
4
M = -344 x - =3 -
4
M = -567 x - =
4
f = -56650 x =3 144n
4
f = 63695 X =2 1441(
load and units:
-438 lb.ft.
-723 lb.ft.
-501 lb/in2
863 lb/in
2
4 2
f = -79520 x - =-705 lb/in144-o
f = 94100 x = 831 lb/in
2
0 144g
These values agree very closely with Simpson's as shown
on the graphical comparison of the results.
unknowns,
50.
APPENvDIX 3
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A N A P P R O X I M A T I O N F O R A N A L Y S I S
O F C Y L I N D R I C A L S H E L L S
A prismatic skeleton can be inscribed into the contour
of a cylindrical shell. The analysis of such a folded plate
structure will yield stresses and moments and the curved
cylindrical shell will have been solved by approximation.
The influence of the curvature on the action of the slabs
structure is insignificantly small and can be neglected. The
membrane stresses however differ considerably from those of the
plates-structure. To increase the degree of accuracy i.e. to
obtain stresses that agree closely with results obtained for a
shell by the Elastic Theory, a large number of plates should be
considered.
An illustration of this problem is given in Appendix 3.
-BOTH END PLATES ARE CANTILEVERED --
THE~ SPAN~T~62.O 00FEET- ---
PLATE 1 ANGLE WITH HOR. 90.00 DEGREES* THICKNESS= 1.0000 FEET, WIDTH= 3000 FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER F0OT= 450.00 LBS
PLATE2 ANGLE WITH HOR.- 32.00 DEGREES, THICKNESS= 0.3125 FEET, WIDTH= 7.979 FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER FOOT= 632.5 185
PLATE 3 ANGLE WITH HOR. 16.0 DEGREES, THICKNESS= 0.3125 FEET, WIDTH= 7.979 FEET. TOTAL LOAD PER FOOT= 666.50 LBS
SAPLATE4 ANGLE-WITH HOR.- O.0 DEGREES, THICKNESS= 0.3125 FEET9 WIDTH= 7.979 FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER F00T= 678.50 LBS
PLATE 5 ANGLE WITH HOR. -16.00 DEGREES, THICKNESS= 0.3125 FEET, WIDTH= 7.979 FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER FOOT= 666.50 LBS
-- PLATE-6 ANGLE WITH HOR. -32.00 DEGREES. THICKNESS= 0.3125 FEET, WIDTH= 7.979 FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER F0T= 632.50 LBS
PLATE 7 ANGLE WITH HOR. -90.00 DEGREES' THICKNESS= 1.0000 FEET. WIDTH= 3.000 FEET, TOTAL LOAD PER F00T= 450.00 LBS
AT FOLD 1 STRESS= -881.13 LBS/SQ.IN.,_MOMENT= 
-0. FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 2 STRESS= 116.08 LBS/SQ.IN.. MOMENT= -0.00 FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 3 STRESS= 288.21 LBS/SQ*IN.* MOMENT= -424.10 FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 4 STRESS= 113.99 LBS/SQ.IN., MOMENT= -1205.14 FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 5 STRESS= 113.99 LBS/SQ.IN.. MOMENT= -1205.14 FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 6 STRESS= 288.21 LBS/SQ.IN.* MOMENT= -424o.1 FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 7 STRESS= 116.08 LBS/SQ.IN., MOMENT= -0.00 FOOT-LBS/FT.
AT FOLD 8 STRESS= -881.12 LBS/SQ.IN., MOMENT= 0.00 FOOT-LBS/FT.
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C 0 N C L U S IO N S
The object of this paper is to review shortly the available
methods of analysis of folded plate roofs, and to propose a
computer solution to the problem. This was attained by programming
a set of linear simultaneous equations, solving for the longitudinal
stresses and transverse moments.
A hand solution and a computer solution are both included,
both as a means of checking the results as well as of comparing the
time factor and the difficulties encountered. It was found that the
solution of the simultaneous equations is hidious, but perfectly
straightforward. It requires, however, to be carried out to as many
significant figures as is possible with the means available, if errors
due to approximation are not to result. The numerous differences
which must be obtained between quantities of the same order may cause a
wide divergence from the true values, and thus a computer solution is
certainly preferable to the use of a slide-rule.
A comparison of the results with Simpson's values shows a
good agreement for the stresses. The moments however differ appreciably,
and this is due to the difference in assumption as to whether the load
is sinusoidal or rectangular in the transverse direction. The proposed
method can be modified to assume the transverse load to be rectangular
as can be seen in Appendix II and the results then agree very closely
with Simpson's.
The relative merits of both assumptions is certainly open to
discussion; however, the author feels that as the sine assumption yields
larger values for the moments, it is probably more conservative, despite
the fact that the positive moments are reduced. A disadvantage of
the larger negative moments at the folds should be noted, in that
heavier reinforcement will be required and the difficulty to
accommodate it is evident.
The program can be easily made to assume a rectangular load,
by modifying only one term of the column vector D in the matrix
product AX = D i.e. by multiplying the R.H.S. of e9n. IX by :a/4.
An if statement could be added in the ELMAT subroutine giving the
designer the choice of a transverse rectangular load similar to
Simpson's, or a sinusoidal load.
The time of run of the program for the six-folded plates
problem was 0.7 minute, and it is presumed to be of the order of
3 to 4 minutes should MATINV be replaced by another routine capable
of dealing with 60 unknowns i.e. about 30 plates. The program can
further be modified to take more terms of the Fourier series as was
done in Appendix II in addition to assuming a rectangular load.
Thy cglindrical shell approximation was found to be
acceptable, and the discrepancy at the edge of the shell is mainly due
to the shift in the neutral axis of the structure as a whole (shell and
edge beams combined). It is certain however, that the larger the
number of plates, the closer the results would be to those obtained by
use of the ASCE Shell Manual No. 31. The part due to the membrane
stresses would differ considerably from the loading of the plates-
structure and this as well is greatly reduced as the number of plates
increases.
The program can be expanded to modify the transverse moments
into close agreement-with the bending moment on the radial face of the
shell. It can also be made to calculate an approximation of the
shearing force on the radial face by obtaining first the shearing forces
on the radial face by obtaining first the shearing forces of the folds
of the plates.
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